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EPISODE ON DEMAND
Dr. Eric Pearl was running a successful chiropractic practice
in Los Angeles when a series of bizarre occurrences led him
to realize that his gift lay far beyond the realm of spinal
adjustment. One patient after another reported healings from
cancers, epilepsy, cerebral palsy and other severe health
conditions, simply when Dr. Pearl held his hands near them.
This coincided with an astonishing series of occurrences
when patient Frederick Ponzlov began delivering coherent
messages about the healings that were occurring, seemingly
coming from a source beyond our four-dimensional existence
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Featured Guest
Dr. Eric Pearl
They say your life can change overnight. That was certainly true for Dr. Eric Pearl. “One
day I was a chiropractor and the next day I was something else,” says Eric. Overnight,
Eric had found the ability to connect with energy and work with it to heal people. Today,
this is known worldwide as Reconnective Healing®. Recognized and supported by
science, Reconnective Healing facilitates healings that are often instantaneous and
can last a lifetime. Eric is the founder of The Reconnection, and has trained nearly
100,000 people in over 100 countries. His hope is that everyone will learn to access
this natural ability and use it to heal themselves and others. Eric has been featured in
The Dr. Oz S
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